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Abstract—High-utility sequential pattern mining is an emerging topic in the field of Knowledge Discovery in Databases. It consists of
discovering subsequences having a high utility (importance) in sequences, referred to as high-utility sequential patterns (HUSPs).
HUSPs can be applied to many real-life applications, such as market basket analysis, E-commerce recommendation, click-stream
analysis and scenic route planning. For example, in economics and targeted marketing, understanding economic behavior of
consumers is quite challenging, such as finding credible and reliable information on product profitability. Several algorithms have been
proposed to address this problem by efficiently mining utility-based useful sequential patterns. Nevertheless, the performance of these
algorithms can be unsatisfying in terms of runtime and memory usage due to the combinatorial explosion of the search space for low
utility threshold and large databases. Hence, this paper proposes a more efficient algorithm for the task of high-utility sequential pattern
mining, called HUSP-ULL. It utilizes a lexicographic sequence (LS)-tree and a utility-linked (UL)-list structure to fast discover HUSPs.
Furthermore, two pruning strategies are introduced in HUSP-ULL to obtain tight upper-bounds on the utility of candidate sequences,
and reduce the search space by pruning unpromising candidates early. Substantial experiments both on real-life and synthetic datasets
show that the proposed algorithm can effectively and efficiently discover the complete set of HUSPs and outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithms.
Index Terms—Economic behavior, utility theory, utility mining, sequence, Linked-list structure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sequential pattern mining (SPM) [1], [2], [3], [4] is an inter-
esting and critical area of research in Knowledge Discov-
ery in Databases (KDD) [5], [6], which plays a key role
in various applications such as DNA sequence analysis,
consumer behavior analysis, and natural disaster analysis
[4]. The main objective of SPM is to discover a set of
frequent sequences in a sequence database, selected with
respect to a user-specified minimum support threshold, and
where the frequency of each sequence is defined as its
occurrence count in the database. Since data/information
quality may be influenced by the sequential ordering of
the events, for example, to assess the data/information
quality on the Weblog data, it is thus important to take this
attribute into account for providing more precise assessment
of data/information quality.
SPM is similar to frequent itemset mining (FIM) [7], [8],
as it is designed to discover patterns that frequently occur
in data. The implicit assumption of FIM and SPM is that
frequent patterns are useful and interesting. For example, if
may be found that numerous customers purchase beer and
diapers together, which may be an interesting information
for a business manager. The main difference between SPM
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and FIM is that SPM generalizes FIM by considering the
sequential ordering of purchases. Thus, mining interesting
patterns in a sequential database using SPM is more chal-
lenging than FIM.
One significant shortcoming of traditional sequential
pattern mining is that all objects (items, event, sequence,
movements, etc.) are treated equally. In fact, the most fre-
quently occurring patterns can be, quite typically, the least
interesting ones. In general, criteria such as the interesting-
ness, weight, and importance of patterns are not taken into
account in traditional SPM and FIM. Consequently, these
frameworks can reveal many patterns that are frequent but
uninteresting to decision makers. To better measure the
importance of patterns to decision makers, other criteria
can be considered such as the amount of profit (utility) that
each pattern yields. For example, in market basket analysis,
the item diamond may not be considered as a frequent
pattern if its selling frequency is low, unlike the item egg.
However, some infrequent patterns such as diamonds may
yield a higher profit than egg. To address this issue, FIM
was generalized to obtain the problem of high-utility itemset
mining (HUIM) [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. This latter takes
both the purchase quantities and unit profits of items into
account to identify the set of high-utility itemsets (HUIs).
In HUIM, a quantitative value is associated to each item in
each transaction to indicate the number of units of the item
that were purchased. This is different from the traditional
FIM problem where these values are restricted to binary
values indicating that an item either appears or not in a
transaction. Besides, an external profit value is associated
to each item in HUIM to indicate its relative importance
such as its unit profit or weight. Because more HUIM takes
more information into account than FIM and because the
downward closure property of FIM (also called Apriori
property [7]) does not hold in HUIM, HUIM is considered
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Fig. 1. A shopping example in Amazon.
Recently, to extract more informative patterns from or-
dered data (sequences), SPM has been generalized as the
task of high-utility sequential pattern mining (HUSPM) [14],
[15], [16], [17]. Different from SPM, HUSPM considers not
only the sequential ordering of items but also their utility
values. Hence, HUSPM is more difficult than traditional
SPM and HUIM. As shown in Fig. 1, a customer wants
to purchase a mountain trail Bicycle, LED Headlight, and
the UShake Bike lock, which have their unit prices. In
general, these products/items are shipped from and sold
by different sellers. Firstly, he/she will find out one low
price mountain trail Bicycle from a seller, then continue
to search the satisfied LED Headlight with low price from
another seller. Finally, he/she may buy a Bike lock from the
same or different store. In this case, the consumers’ purchase
behavior consists of a series of utility-oriented sequential
events/processes within different timestamps.
A sequence is said to be a high-utility sequential pattern
(HUSP) if its total utility in a database is no less than a user-
specified minimum utility threshold. HUSPs can be applied
to many real-life applications, such as market basket analy-
sis, E-commerce recommendation, click-stream analysis and
scenic route planning. In HUSPM, however, the utility of a
pattern is neither monotonic nor anti-monotonic. Therefore,
the downward closure property of support (aka the Apriori
property) does not hold in HUSPM and the search space is
quite difficult to prune. Previous approaches have proposed
methods for determining upper bounds on the utility of
future candidate sequential patterns.
Since high-utility sequential pattern mining has many
applications, more and more researchers are working on this
problem. Several algorithms were respectively developed to
efficiently mine the complete set of high-utility sequential
patterns. However, these algorithms often consume a large
amount of memory and have long execution times due to
the combinatorial explosion of the search space. Besides,
as information collection techniques are continuously im-
proved, the data that needs to be analyzed grows quickly. As
a result, it is important to design more efficient algorithms
to fast discover high-utility sequential patterns in large
databases.
To address these problems, this paper designs a novel
utility-linked list (UL-list) based algorithm called HUSP-
ULL for mining the set of HUSPs more efficiently. The major
contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) Insightful patterns. A novel fast algorithm is pro-
posed to efficiently identify meaningful and prof-
itable HUSPs. It employs a utility-linked list struc-
ture and two pruning strategies to improve its min-
ing performance.
2) Novel index structures. A lexicographic-sequence
(LS)-tree is introduced to represent the search space
and mine the complete set of HUSPs. A compressed
utility-linked (UL)-list structure is further designed
to store information about patterns instead of pro-
cessing the original database. UL-list is quite com-
pact and different from the current existing data
structures for utility mining.
3) Effective pruning. In addition, two pruning strate-
gies are integrated in the designed algorithm to re-
duce the search space and improve its performance
to discover HUSPs.
4) Fast and better scalability. Experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm can efficiently
discover HUSPs and outperforms the existing state-
of-the-art HUSPM algorithms, in terms of runtime,
memory usage, unpromising pattern filtering, and
scalability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is briefly reviewed in Section 2. Preliminaries and
the problem statement of high-utility sequential pattern
mining are presented in Section 3. The proposed HUSP-
ULL algorithm with the UL-list and two pruning strategies
are presented in Section 4. An experimental evaluation of
the designed algorithms is provided in Section 5. Finally, a
conclusion is presented and some opportunities for future
work are described in Section 6.
2 RELATED WORK
We structure the related work around the two main ele-
ments that this paper addresses: high-utility itemset mining
and high-utility sequential pattern mining.
2.1 High-Utility Itemset Mining
The problem of high-utility itemset mining (HUIM) [9], [10]
was designed to find the set of high-utility itemsets (HUIs),
i.e. the itemsets that have utility values that are greater
than or equal to a minimum utility threshold. Since HUIM
does not provide a downward closure property to reduce
the search space, unlike association rule mining (ARM)
[7], it is necessary to find other strategies for reducing the
search space. To obtain a downward closure property that
can be used in HUIM, Liu et al. [13] designed a property
called the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC)
and defined a set of candidate itemsets called the high
transaction-weighted utilization itemsets (HTWUIs). Based
on the TWU and HTWUIs, Liu et al. designed an algorithm
named Two-Phase to mine HUIs. This latter first discovers
the set of HTWUIs using a breadth-first search and then
select HUIs in the discovered HTWUIs. To obtain better
performance for mining HUIs, tree-based HUIM algorithms
were introduced such as IHUP [18], UP-Growth [19] and
UP-Growth+ [20]. To reduce the number of candidates, Liu
et al. then [12] proposed the HUI-Miner algorithm, which
efficiently discovers HUIs using a vertical structure called
utility-list. This procedure identifies HUIs without generat-
ing candidates and without performing multiple database
scans.
3Up to now, the development of HUIM algorithms has
been extensively studied, and many algorithms have been
published to mine different kinds of HUIs in many real-
life applications. On the one hand, some utility mining
algorithms focus on the mining efficiency, such as FHM
[21], EFIM [22] and d2HUP [23]. On the other hand, many
models and algorithms mainly aim at the study of utility-
oriented mining effectiveness. For example, discovering
various kinds of HUIs such as mining HUIs in uncertain
databases [11], mining the top-k HUIs without setting the
minimum utility threshold [24], exploiting non-redundant
correlated utility patterns [25], [26], extracting the up-to-
date HUIs which can show the trends [27], and mining
on-shelf HUIs from the temporal databases [28]. Yun et al.
[29] proposed a damped window to extract high average
utility patterns over data streams. In contrast to static data,
the dynamic data is more complex and desirable in many
real-life applications. Several dynamic utility mining models
[30], [31] have been proposed to deal with dynamic data.
2.2 High-Utility Sequential Pattern Mining
Sequential pattern mining (SPM) [1], [2], [3], [32] is im-
portant as it considers the sequential ordering of itemsets,
which is important for applications such as behavior analy-
sis, DNA sequence analysis, and weblog mining. SPM was
proposed by Agrawal [1] and has been extensively studied.
Several efficient algorithms have been developed such as
GSP [2], FreeSpan [32], PrefixSpan [3], SPADE [33] and
SPAM [34]. Several recent literature surveys of the develop-
ment of SPM can be further referred to [4], [35]. Traditional
SPM algorithms rely on the frequency/support framework
for discovering frequent sequences, which does not take
business interests into account. High-utility sequential pat-
tern mining (HUSPM) [14], [17], [36] was developed by
combining HUIM and SPM to mine high-utility sequential
patterns (HUSPs). It was first used for mining high-utility
path traversal patterns of web pages [37], high-utility web
access sequences [38], and high-utility mobile sequential
patterns [39], [40]. However, the above algorithms can only
handle simple sequences. Ahmed et al. [41] designed a level-
wise approach called UL and a pattern-growth approach
named US for HUSPM. HUSPM takes ordered sequences as
input and reveals sequential patterns having high utilities,
which has been a challenging and important issue in recent
decades. Hence, Yin et al. [14] proposed a formal framework
for HUSPM and introduced an efficient USpan algorithm
to discover HUSPs. Information about the utility of each
node in the tree is stored in a developed matrix for mining
HUSPs without performing multiple database scans. Two
pruning strategies based on the sequential-weighted down-
ward closure property and on the remaining utility model
were designed to reduce the search space for mining HUSPs.
However, USpan may fail to discover the complete HUSPs
due to the used upper bound [42].
To facilitate parameter setting for HUSP mining, Yin et
al. proposed the TUS algorithm, which discovers the top-
k HUSPs. Lan et al. [16] then proposed a projection-based
HUSP approach with uses a sequence-utility upper-bound
(SUUB) to mine high-utility sequential patterns using the
maximum utility measure. The maximum utility measure
was designed to find a small set of patterns, which provides
rich information about HUSPs. A novel indexing strategy
and a sequence utility table containing actual utilities and
upper-bound on utilities of candidates was used to im-
prove the mining performance. Then, to further improve the
mining performance, Alkan et al. [36] proposed the high-
utility sequential pattern extraction (HuspExt) algorithm.
It calculates a Cumulated Rest of Match (CRoM) to obtain
an upper-bound on utility values and prune unpromising
candidates early. Recently, Wang et al. [17] developed two
tight utility upper-bounds, named prefix extension utility
(PEU), and reduced sequence utility (RSU) to speed up
the discovery of HUSPs. An efficient HUS-Span algorithm
was further proposed to mine HUSPs and a TKHUS-Span
algorithm was also developed to identify the top-k HUSPs
[17]. Gan et al. [42] proposed an efficient projection-based
utility mining approach named ProUM to discover high-
utility sequences by utilizing the upper bound of sequence
extension utility (SEU) and the utility-array structure.
Wu et al. [43] proposed a model to extract high-utility
episodes in complex event sequences. In order to get in-
sights that facilitate decision making for expert and intelli-
gent systems, Lin et al. introduced the utility-based episode
rules for investment [44]. Recently, an incremental model
for HUSP mining is introduced in [45]. The comprehensive
review of utility-oriented pattern mining can be referred to
[31], [46], [47].
3 PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we introduce notations and concepts used in
the paper. Then, we give formal problem definition.
3.1 Notations and Concepts
Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be a finite set of distinct items
(symbols). A quantitative itemset, denoted as v = [(i1, q1)
(i2, q2) . . . (ic, qc)], is a subset of I and each item in a
quantitative itemset is associated with a quantity (internal
utility). An itemset, denoted as w = [i1, i2, . . . , ic], is a
subset of I without quantities. Without loss of generality,
we assume that items in an itemset (quantitative itemset)
are listed in alphabetical order since items are unordered in
an itemset (quantitative itemset). A quantitative sequence is
an ordered list of one or more quantitative itemsets, which
is denoted as s = <v1, v2, . . . , vd>. A sequence is an ordered
list of one or more itemsets without quantities, which is
denoted as t = <w1, w2, . . . , wd>.
For convenience, in the following ”quantitative” will be
abbreviated as ”q-”. Thus, the term ”q-sequence” will be
used to refer to a sequence with quantities, and ”sequence”
to refer to sequences without quantities. Similarly, a ”q-
itemset” is an itemset having quantities, while ”itemset”
refers to an itemset that does not have quantities. For
example, <[(a, 2) (b, 1)], [(c, 3)]> is a q-sequence while <[ab],
[c]> is a sequence. [(a, 2) (b, 1)] is a q-itemset and [ab] is
an itemset. A quantitative sequential database is a set of
transactions D = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}, where each transaction
Sq ∈ D is a q-sequence, and has a unique identifier q called
its SID. In addition, each item in D is associated with a profit
(external utility), which is denoted as pr(ij).
4Consider the following running example. A quantitative
sequential database is shown in Table 1. This database has
6 transactions and 6 items. Table 2 is a utility table that
provides a unit profit for each item of Table 1. In the running
example, [(a:2)(c:3)] is the first q-itemset of transaction S1.
The quantity of an item (a) in this q-itemset is 2, and its
utility is calculated as 2× 5 = 10.
TABLE 1
A Quantitative Sequential Database.
SID Q-sequence
S1 <[(a:2)(c:3)], [(a:3)(b:1)(c:2)], [(a:4)(b:5)(d:4)], [(e:3)]>
S2 <[(a:1)(e:3)], [(a:5)(b:3)(d:2)], [(b:2)(c:1)(d:4)(e:3)]>
S3 <[(e:2)], [(c:2)(d:3)], [(a:3)(e:3)], [(b:4)(d:5)]>
S4 <[(b:2)(c:3)], [(a:5)(e:1)], [(b:4)(d:3)(e:5)]>
S5 <[(a:4)(c:3)], [(a:2)(b:5)(c:2)(d:4)(e:3)]>
S6 <[(f :4)], [(a:5)(b:3)], [(a:3)(d:4)]>
TABLE 2
An Utility Table.
Item a b c d e f
Profit ($) 5 3 4 2 1 6
Definition 1. The utility of an item (ij) in a q-itemset v is denoted
as u(ij , v), and defined as:
u(ij , v) = q(ij , v)× pr(ij), (1)
where q(ij , v) is the quantity of (ij) in v, and pr(ij) is the
profit of (ij).
For instance, the utility of item (c) in the first q-itemset of
S1 in Table 1 is calculated as: u(c, [(a : 2)(c : 3)]) = q(c, [(a :
2)(c : 3)])× pr(c) = 3 × $4 = $12.
Definition 2. The utility of a q-itemset v is denoted as u(v) and
defined as:
u(v) =
∑
ij∈v
u(ij , v). (2)
For example in Table 1, u([(a:2)(c:3)]) = u(a, [(a:2)(c:3)]) +
u(c, [(a:2)(c:3)]) = 2 × $5 + 3 × $4 = $22.
Definition 3. The utility of a q-sequence s = <v1, v2, . . . , vd>
is defined as:
u(s) =
∑
v∈s
u(v). (3)
For instance, consider Table 1. We have that u(S1)
= u([(a:2)(c:3)]) + u([(a:3)(b:1)(c:2)]) + u([(a:4)(b:5)(d:4)]) +
u([(e:3)]) = $22 + $26 + $43 + $3 = $94.
Definition 4. The utility of a quantitative sequential database D
is the sum of the utility of each of its q-sequences:
u(D) =
∑
s∈D
u(s). (4)
For example, u(D) = u(S1) + u(S2) + u(S3) + u(S4) +
u(S5) + u(S6) = $94 + $67 + $56 + $67 + $76 + $81 = $441, as
shown in Table 1.
Definition 5. Given a q-sequence s = <v1, v2, . . . , vd> and a
sequence t = <w1, w2, . . . , wd′>, if d = d′ and the items in
vk are the same as the items in wk for 1 ≤ k ≤ d, t matches
s, which is denoted as t ∼ s.
For instance, in Table 1, <[ac], [abc], [abd], [e]> matches
S1. Note that it is possible that a sequence has more than
one match in a q-sequence. For instance, <[a],[b]> has three
matches as <[a:2],[b:1]>, <[a:2],[b:5]> and <[a:3],[b:5]> in
S1. Because of this, HUSP is generally considered as more
challenging than SPM and HUIM.
Definition 6. Let there be some itemsets w and w′. The itemset
w is contained in w′ (denoted as w ⊆ w′) if w is a subset of
w′ or w is the same as w′. Given two q-itemsets v and v′, v is
said to be contained in v′ if for any item in v, there exists the
same item having the same quantity in v′. This is denoted as
v ⊆ v′.
For example, the itemset [ac] is contained in the item-
set [abc] in Table 1. The q-itemset [(a:2)(c:3)] is contained
in [(a:2)(b:1)(c:3)] and [(a:2)(c:3)(e:2)], but [(a:2)(c:3)] is not
contained in [(a:2)(b:3)(c:1)] and [(a:4)(c:3)(d:4)].
Definition 7. Let there be some sequences t =<w1, w2, . . . , wd>
and t′ = <w′1, w
′
2, . . . , w
′
d′>. The sequence t is contained
in t′ (denoted as t ⊆ t’) if there exists an integer sequence
1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ d′ such that wj ⊆ w′kj for 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Let there be two q-sequences s = <v1, v2, . . . , vd> and s′ =
<v′1, v
′
2, . . . , v
′
d′>. s is said to be contained in s
′ (denoted as
s ⊆ s′) if there exists an integer sequence 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤
· · · ≤ d′ such that vj ⊆ v′kj for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. In the rest of this
paper, t ⊆ s will be used to indicate that t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆ s for
convenience.
For example in Table 1, <[(a:2)],[(e:3)]> and
<[(a:4)],[(e:3)]> are contained in S1, but <[(a:1)],[e:3]>
and <[(a:4)],[(e:4)]> are not contained in S1.
Definition 8. A k-itemset, also called k-q-itemset is an itemset
that contains exactly k items. A k-sequence (k-q-sequence) is a
sequence having k items.
Consider the database of Table 1. The q-sequence S1 is a
9-q-sequence. Its first q-itemset is a 2-q-itemset.
Definition 9. Let there be a sequence t and a q-sequence s. The
utility of t in s is defined as:
u(t, s) = max{u(sk)|t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆ s}. (5)
For instance, for the sequential database of Table 1,
u(< [a], [b] >,S1) = max{u(<[a:2],[b:1]>), u(<[a:2],[b:5]>),
u(<[a:3],[b:5]>)} = max{$13, $25, $30} = $30. In this ex-
ample, it can be seen that several utility values can be
associated to a pattern in a same q-sequence. This is different
from traditional SPM and HUIM.
Definition 10. The utility of a sequence t in a quantitative
sequential database D is denoted as u(t) and defined as:
u(t) =
∑
s∈D
{u(t, s)|t ⊆ s}. (6)
For example in Table 1, u(<[a],[b]>) = u(<[a],[b]>, S1)
+ u(<[a],[b]>, S2) + u(<[a],[b]>, S3) + u(<[a],[b]>, S4) +
u(<[a],[b]>, S5) = $30 + $31 + $27 + $37 + $35 = $160.
53.2 Problem Definition
Definition 11 (High-Utility Sequential Pattern, HUSP). A
sequence t in a quantitative sequential database D is defined
as a high-utility sequential pattern (denoted as HUSP) if its
total utility is no less than the minimum utility threshold δ:
HUSP ← {t|u(t) ≥ δ × u(D)}. (7)
For example in Table 1, u(<[a],[b]>)(= $160). If δ = 0.1,
then <[a],[b]> is a HUSP since u(<[a],[b]>) (= $160) > δ ×
u(D) (= $44.1).
Problem Statement: Based on the above concepts, the
formal definition of the problem studied in this work is de-
fined below. Let there be a quantitative sequential database
and a user-defined minimum utility threshold. High-utility
sequential pattern mining (HUSPM) consists of enumerat-
ing all HUSPs whose total utility values in this database are
no less than the minimum utility threshold.
Therefore, the objective of high-utility sequential pat-
tern mining is to identify sequential patterns that contain
total utility in a sequence database that meets or exceeds
a prespecified minimum utility threshold. These insight-
ful profitable sequential patterns can be used in some
specific applications, such as market basket analysis, E-
commerce recommendation with personalized promotion,
click-stream analysis, improve service quality using the
searching/browsing/buying behavior, scenic route recom-
mendation by optimizing user-specified multi-preferences
(e.g., utility, safety, cost, travel distance or time).
4 THE PROPOSED HUSP-ULL ALGORITHM
This section presents a novel algorithm named HUSP-ULL
for the problem of high-utility sequential pattern min-
ing (HUSPM). The HUSP-ULL algorithm first scans the
database to find 1-sequences and build a lexicographic
sequence (LS)-tree. The LS-tree is a representation of the
search space used for mining HUSPs. Details of the LS-tree,
utility-linked (UL)-list, pruning strategies, and the main
procedure of the HUSP-ULL algorithm are respectively ex-
plained in this section.
4.1 Concatenations and Lexicographic Sequence Tree
Each node in a lexicographic sequence (LS)-tree [34] repre-
sents a candidate HUSP, whose utility can be compared with
the minimum utility threshold to determine if the candidate
is a HUSP. For each node that the algorithm visits in the LS-
tree, a projected database is built, which consists of utility-
linked (UL)-lists obtained by transforming transactions (q-
sequences) of the original database. The algorithm utilizes
the UL-lists of each node (candidate HUSP) to calculate its
utility and upper-bounds. Each UL-list represents a transac-
tion (q-sequence). To generate new sequences (child nodes)
of a node in the LS-tree, the designed algorithm performs
two common operations [3], [14], [17] of sequence mining,
called I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation, respectively.
Definition 12 (I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation [3],
[14], [17]). Given a sequence t and an item ij , the I-
Concatenation of t with ij consists of appending ij to the
last itemset of t, denoted as <t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation. The
S-Concatenation of t with an item ij consists of adding ij to
a new itemset appended after the last itemset of t, denoted as
<t⊕ ij>S−Concatenation.
For example, given a sequence t = <[a], [b]> and a
new item (c), <t ⊕ c>I−Concatenation = <[a],[bc]> and
<t ⊕ c>S−Concatenation = <[a],[b],[c]>. Based on the pre-
vious definitions, it follows that the number of itemsets
in t does not change after performing an I-Concatenation,
while performing an S-Concatenation increases the number
of itemsets in t by one. Based on the two operations, all
candidates of the search space can be generated for the
purpose of mining HUSPs.
The search process of the proposed algorithm can be
viewed as the process of building a LS-tree step-by-step. The
proposed algorithm initially scans the database to identify
the set of 1-sequences that satisfy the minimum utility
threshold. The LS-tree is then explored starting from 1-
sequences by performing a depth-first search. The child
nodes of a given node are obtained by performing the I-
Concatenation or S-Concatenation operations on that node.
The LS-tree is essentially an enumeration tree that is used
to list the complete set of sequences. Each node in the tree
represents a sequence. Fig. 2 shows a partial LS-tree built
based on the database of Table 1.
a b c d
<a> <b> <c> <d>
b d
<[a b]> <[a d]> <[a e]>
a
e
<e>
e
d
…b c d e
f
<f>
<[a] [a]>
<[a] [a d]>
<[a] [b]>
d
<[a] [b d]>
a
<[c] [a]>
b
<[c] [b]>
d
<[c] [d]>
e
<[c] [e]><[a] [c]> <[a] [d]> <[a] [e]>
Fig. 2. A lexicographic sequence (LS)-tree.
In Fig. 2, 1-sequences such as <a>, <b>, and <c>, are
children of the root. Circles are used to denote patterns ob-
tained by performing an I-Concatenation, while squares de-
notes sequences obtained by performing an S-Concatenation.
Notice that each LS-tree node represents a candidate of the
search space of HUSPs.
To ensure the completeness and correctness for mining
HUSPs, an order is defined for processing sequences. Let
there be two sequences ta and tb. It is said that ta ≺ tb if
1) The length of ta is less than that of tb; 2) ta is obtained
by an I-Concatenation on a sequence t while tb is obtained
by an S-Concatenation on a sequence t; 3) ta and tb are
both obtained by respectively performing an I-Concatenation
or S-Concatenation on a sequence t, and the item added
to ta is lexicographically smaller than the one added to
tb. This order on sequences is also applied to q-sequences.
For example, <[a]> ≺ <[ab]> ≺ <[a],[a]> ≺ <[a],[c]>. To
discover the complete set of HUSPs, the designed algorithm
enumerates all candidates by performing the two concate-
nation operations following that processing order.
4.2 The Utility-Linked List Structure
To calculate the utility and upper-bound values of candi-
dates, the designed algorithm could scan transactions from
the original database. However, this process would result
6in long execution times because there are often multiple
matches in a sequence. To handle this situation, the compact
utility-linked (UL)-list structure is introduced to store infor-
mation about the utility of each transaction. This structure
is used to efficiently generate the utility of sequences ob-
tained by I-Concatenations and S-Concatenations to continue
the search for patterns. To illustrate the concept of UL-list
structure, an example is provided in Table 3 using the utility-
table and database given before. In Table 3, it is the UL-list
structure of the sequence S1 in Table 1.
TABLE 3
The Utility-Linked (UL)-List Structure of S1.
UP Information <[(a, $10, $84, 3) (c, $12, $72, 5)],
[(a, $15, $57, 6) (b, $3, $54, 7) (c, $8, $46, -)],
[(a, $20, $26, -) (b, $15, $11, -) (d, $8, $3, -)],
[e, $3, $0, -]>
Header Table (a, 1) (b, 4) (c, 2) (d, 8) (e, 9)
The UL-list structure contains two arrays, Header Table
and UP (utility and position) Information. Details are
described below.
1) Header Table. The Header Table in the UL-list struc-
ture stores a set of distinct items with their first occurrence
positions in the transformed transaction. For example in
Table 3, the distinct items of S1 are (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e)
and their first occurrence positions in S1 are respectively 1,
4, 2, 8 and 9.
2) UP Information. In terms of information about
UP (utility and position) of each sequence, each el-
ement respectively stores the item name, the utility
of the item, the remaining utility of the item, and the
next position of the item. For example in Table 3, the utility
of the item (a) in the first element is calculated as 10 in
S1; the total utility excluding the item (a) in S1 (called
remaining utility) is calculated to be 84, and the next position
of the item (a) in S1 is found to be 3. For each node in
the LS-tree, transactions containing this node (sequence) are
transformed into a utility-linked (UL)-list and attached to
the projected database of this node. The utilities and upper-
bound values of the candidates can be easily calculated from
the projected database using the UL-list structure.
As mentioned, the UL-list structure can be used to calcu-
late the utilities and the upper-bound values of candidates
for deriving all HUSPs. However, a sequence may have
multiple matches in a q-sequence, and hence a sequence
may have multiple utilities in a q-sequence. Thus, it is
necessary to find the positions of the matches to calculate
the utilities and the upper-bound values of the processed
node (sequence).
For convenience, the position of the last item within each
match is defined as the concatenation point, and the first
concatenation point is called the start point. For example,
consider the database of Table 1. The sequence t = <[a],[b]>
has three matches in S1, that is <[a:2],[b:1]>, <[a:2],[b:5]>
and <[a:3],[b:5]>. The concatenation points of t in S1 are 4,
7 and 7, respectively, and the start point is 4. By definition,
an I-Concatenation appends an item to the last itemset of
a sequence. Thus, the candidate items for I-Concatenation
are the items appearing in the itemsets containing con-
catenation points. In the above example, the candidate
items for I-Concatenation are {(c:2),(d:4)}. By definition, an
S-Concatenation adds an item to a new itemset, appended
at the end of a sequence. Thus, in each transaction, the
items in the itemsets appearing after the start point are
candidate items for S-Concatenation. In the above example,
the start point (= 4) is in the second itemset. Hence, the items
appearing after the second itemset are candidate items for
S-Concatenation, that is {(a:4),(b:5),(d:4),(e:3)}. Since there can
be multiple matches of the sequence t in a q-sequence, the
utility of t in that q-sequence is defined as the largest utility
value of t in that sequence.
From the above example, it can be seen that the UL-
list structure can speed up the process of finding candidate
items and calculating the utilities and upper-bound values
of sequences. The designed algorithm stores only one copy
of the original database as UL-lists. Then, for each con-
sidered sequence, a projected database is created, which
records only the position of the sequence in the original
database. Thus, the designed algorithm does not consume
a large amount of memory.
4.3 The Downward Closure Property of Upper Bound
Based on the LS-tree and UL-lists, the proposed HUSP-
ULL algorithm can successfully identify the complete set
of HUSPs using a depth-first search that applies the two
concatenations operations. However, this process can lead
to exploring a very large number of candidates in the LS-
tree, since there is a combinational explosion of the number
of candidates in the mining process of HUSPs. Since the
downward closure property, also called Apriori property [7],
does not hold in high-utility sequential pattern mining, a
new downward closure property must be introduced to
be able to reduce the search space and efficiently find all
HUSPs. To speed up the mining process and maintain the
downward closure property, a sequence-weighted utiliza-
tion (SWU) [14] upper-bound was proposed to obtain a
sequence-weighted downward closure (SWDC) property for
mining HUSPs. This property can be used to greatly reduce
the search space and eliminate unpromising candidates
early.
Definition 13. The sequence-weighted utilization (SWU) [14] of
a sequence t in a quantitative sequential databaseD is denoted
as SWU(t) and defined as:
SWU(t) =
∑
s∈D
{u(s)|t ⊆ s}. (8)
For example in Table 1, SWU (<a>) = u(S1) + u(S2) +
u(S3) + u(S4) + u(S5) + u(S6)= $94 + $67 + $56 + $67 + $76
+ $81 (= $441) and SWU (<f>) = u(S6) (= $81).
Theorem 1 (sequence-weighted downward closure prop-
erty, SWDC property [14]). Given a quantitative sequential
database D and two sequences t and t′. If t ⊆ t′, then:
SWU(t′) ≤ SWU(t). (9)
Proof. Since t ⊆ t′, SWU(t′) =
∑
s∈D
{u(s)|t′ ⊆ s} ≤∑
s∈D
{u(s)|t ⊆ s} = SWU(t).
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sequence t, it can be obtained that:
u(t) ≤ SWU(t). (10)
Proof. Since u(t, s) ≤ u(s), we can obtain that u(t) =∑
s∈D
{u(t, s)|t ⊆ s} ≤
∑
s∈D
{u(s)|t ⊆ s} = SWU(t).
The SWDC property and Theorem 2 ensure that if the
SWU of a sequence t is less than the minimum utility
threshold, the utility of t is also less than that threshold.
Moreover, if that condition holds, the utilities of all the
super-sequences of t are also less than that threshold. Thus,
numerous unpromising candidates can be pruned using the
SWU. However, the SWU of a sequence t is usually much
larger than the actual utilities of t and its super-sequences.
To improve the performance of the designed algorithm,
the remaining utility model [14] is proposed in the USpan
algorithm [14]. However, it is not a real upper bound and
cannot provide the complete mining results of utility min-
ing, as reported in [42]. Thus, the concept of sequence exten-
sion utility (SEU) [42] was proposed in the projection-based
ProUM algorithm, and the details can be referred to [42].
To explain the concept of remaining utility and sequence
extension utility, several concepts related to sequences and
q-sequences must be introduced.
Definition 14. Given two q-sequences s and s′, if s ⊆ s′, the
extension of s in s′ is said to be the rest of s′ after s, and is
denoted as <s′-s>rest. Given a sequence t and a q-sequence
s, if t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆ s (t ⊆ s), the extension of t in s is the
rest of s after sk, which is denoted as <s-t>rest, where sk is
the first match of t in s.
For example, given two q-sequences s = <[a:2],[b:5]>
and S1 in Table 1, the extension of s in S1 is <S1 - s>rest
= <[(d:4)],[(e:3)]>. Consider a sequence t = <[a],[b]>. There
exist three matches of t in S1. The first one is <[a:2],[b:1]>.
Thus, <S1 - t>rest = <[(c:2)],[(a:4)(b:5)(d:4)],[(e:3)]>.
Definition 15. The set of extension items of a sequence t in a
quantitative sequential database D is denoted as I(t)rest and
defined as:
I(t)rest = {ij |ij ∈< s− t >rest ∧t ⊆ s ∧ s ∈ D}. (11)
In the above example, I(<[a],[b]>)rest = {a, b, c, d, e}.
Definition 16. The sequence extension utility (SEU) [42] of a
sequence t in a quantitative sequential database D is denoted
as SEU(t) and defined as:
SEU(t) =
∑
s∈D
{u(t, s) + u(< s− t >rest)|t ⊆ s}. (12)
Notice that u(<s - t>rest) is the remaining utility of t
in s, which is the fourth element in the designed UL-list.
For example in Table 1, consider the sequence t= <[a],[b]>.
Then, SEU(t) = u(t, S1) + u(<S1 - t>rest) + u(t, S2) + u(<S2
- t>rest) + u(t, S3) + u(<S3 - t>rest) + u(t, S4) + u(<S4 -
t>rest) + u(t, S5) + u(<S5 - t>rest) = $30 + $54 + $31 + $25
+ $27 + $10 + $37 + $11 + $35 + $19 = $279.
Theorem 3. Given a quantitative sequential database D and two
sequences t and t′. If t ⊆ t′, we can obtain that:
SEU(t′) ≤ SEU(t). (13)
Theorem 4. Given a quantitative sequential database D and a
sequence t, it follows that:
u(t) ≤ SEU(t). (14)
Proof of Theorems 3 and 4 can be referred to [42]. They
indicate that for a sequence t, if SEU(t) is less than the
minimum utility threshold and the utility of t is less than
that threshold, the utilities of the super-sequences of t are
less than that threshold. If the SEU or SWU of t is less than
the threshold, the utility of t and the utilities of the super-
sequences of t are less than the threshold, which indicates
that t and the super-sequences of t are not HUSPs. However,
the algorithm may still explore a large search space since the
SWU and SEU upper-bounds are overestimations of utility
values of patterns. To improve the mining performance
and reduce the search space by pruning a large number of
candidates, we introduce a tighter upper-bound for mining
HUSPs, which is based on the PEU model [17]. Details are
given next.
Definition 17. The prefix extension utility of a sequence t in a
q-sequence s is denoted as PEU(t, s) and defined as:
PEU(t, s) = max{u(sk)+u(<s−sk>rest)|t ∼ sk∧sk ⊆ s}.
(15)
For example, consider Table 1 and a sequence t
= <[a],[b]>. This sequence has 3 matches in S2,
which are <[a:1],[b:3]>, <[a:1],[b:2]> and <[a:5],[b:2]>.
Thus, we can obtain that u(<S2 - <[a:1],[b:3]>>rest)
= u(<[(d:2)],[(b:2)(c:1)(d:4)(e:3)]>) = $25, u(<S2 -
<[a:1],[b:2]>>rest) = u(<[(c:1)(d:4)(e:3)]>) = $15 and
u(<S2 - <[a:5],[b:2]>>rest) = u(<[(c:1)(d:4)(e:3)]>) = $15.
The utilities of the three matches are $14, $11 and $31,
respectively. Thus, PEU (<[a],[b]>,S2) = max{$14 + $25,
$11 + $15, $31 + $15} = $46.
Definition 18. The prefix extension utility of a sequence t in D
is denoted as PEU(t) and defined as:
PEU(t) =
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|t ⊆ s}. (16)
For example, consider Table 1 and the sequence t =
<[a],[b]>. The value PEU(t) is calculated as ($67 + $46 +
$37 + $48 + $54) = $252, which is smaller than SEU(t) (=
$279).
Theorem 5. Given a quantitative sequential database D, and two
sequences t and t’. If t⊆ t’, we obtain that:
PEU(t′) ≤ PEU(t). (17)
Proof. Suppose that s is a transaction in D, which contains
t and t’. Let sq be a q-sequence satisfying {u(sq) + u(<s -
sq>rest)} = PEU(t, s), where t ∼ sq ∧sq ⊆ s. Let sq′ be a q-
sequence satisfying {u(sq′ ) + u(<s - sq′ >rest)} = PEU(t′, s)
where t′ ∼ sq′ ∧ sq′ ⊆ s. Since t ⊆ t′, we can divide t′ into
two parts as the prefix t and the extension e such that t + e
= t′. Similarly, sq′ can be divided into two parts as the prefix
8sq′t matching t and the extension sq′e matching e such that
sq′t + sq′e = sq′ . Thus,
PEU(t′, s) = {u(sq′) + u(< s− sq′ >rest)}
= {u(sq′t) + u(sq′e) + u(< s− sq′ >rest)}
≤ {u(sq′t) + u(< s− sq′t >rest)}
≤ {u(sq) + u(< s− sq >rest)} = PEU(t, s).
We can thus obtain that PEU(t′) =
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t′, s)|t′ ⊆
s} ≤
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|t′ ⊆ s} ≤
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|t ⊆ s} =
PEU(t).
Theorem 5 indicates that if the PEU value of a sequence
t is less than the minimum utility threshold, the PEU values
of the super-sequences of t are also less than the minimum
utility threshold.
Theorem 6. Given a quantitative sequential database D and a
sequence t, we can obtain that
u(t) ≤ PEU(t) (18)
Proof. Since u(t, s) = max{u(sk)|t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆ s}
≤ max{u(sk) + u(<s − sk>rest)|t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆ s} =
PEU(t, s). Thus, u(t) =
∑
s∈D
u(t, s) ≤
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|t ⊆ s}
= PEU(t).
Theorems 5 and 6 ensure that the complete set of HUSPs
can be discovered. If the PEU of a sequence t is less than
the minimum utility threshold, then the utility of t is less
than the minimum utility threshold, and the utilities of the
super-sequences of t are also less than the minimum utility
threshold.
Theorem 7. For any quantitative sequential database D and a
sequence t, the following relationship holds:
PEU(t) ≤ SEU(t) ≤ SWU(t) (19)
Proof. Since u(sk) ≤ max{u(sk)|t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆
s} = u(t, s) and u(<s − sk>rest) ≤ u(<s − t>rest),
PEU(t, s) = max{u(sk) + u(<s − sk>rest)|t ∼ sk ∧ sk ⊆
s} ≤ u(t, s) + u(<s − t>rest) ≤ u(s). Thus PEU(t)
=
∑
s∈D{PEU(t, s)|t ⊆ s} ≤
∑
s∈D{u(t, s) + u(<s −
t>rest)|t ⊆ s} = SEU(t) ≤
∑
s∈D{u(s)|t ⊆ s} = SWU(t).
Theorem 7 indicates that the PEU model is a tighter
upper-bound compared to the SEU and SWU upper-
bounds. Based on the PEU model, the designed algorithm
can prune more candidates than using the SEU and SWU
models. The PEU model can be used to estimate the utility
values of candidate sequences and their super-sequences.
Based on the definition of HUSP and the above theorems, it
can be found that if the PEU of a sequence t is less than the
minimum utility threshold, t and the super-sequences of t
are not HUSPs. Thus, the candidate sequences having PEU
values that are less than the minimum utility threshold are
discarded from the candidate set by the proposed algorithm
so that their child nodes (super-sequences) are not generated
and explored in the LS-tree.
4.4 Pruning Strategies
A large amount of candidates may be generated from a
candidate sequence t by performing I-Concatenations and S-
Concatenations with items. To reduce the number of candi-
date sequences, this paper proposes a look ahead strategy
(LAS) to eliminate unpromising candidate items early.
Theorem 8. Given a sequence t and a quantitative sequential
database D, two situations are considered to generate a super-
sequence:
1) if ij is a I-Concatenation candidate item of t, the max-
imal utility of <t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation is no more than∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|<t⊕ ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s}.
2) if ij is a S-Concatenation candidate item of t, the max-
imal utility of <t⊕ij>S−Concatenation is no more than∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|<t⊕ ij>S−Concatenation ⊆ s}.
Proof. For 1), let t′ = <t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation for conve-
nience. By Theorem 5, PEU(t′, s) ≤ PEU(t, s). Based on
Theorem 6, u(t′) ≤ PEU(t′). Thus u(t′) ≤ PEU(t′) =∑
s∈D{PEU(t′, s)|t′ ⊆ s} ≤
∑
s∈D{PEU(t, s)|t′ ⊆ s}. In
the same way, 2) holds.
Look Ahead Strategy (LAS): Given a sequence t and
a quantitative sequential database D, two situations are
considered:
1). If ij is a I-Concatenation candidate item for t and∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|<t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s} is less than
the minimum utility threshold, ij should be removed from
CI (the set of candidate items for I-Concatenation with t);
2). If ij is a S-Concatenation candidate item for t and∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|<t ⊕ ij>S−Concatenation ⊆ s} is less than
the minimum utility threshold, ij should be removed from
CS (the set of candidate items for S-Concatenation with t).
The LAS strategy can be used to quickly remove un-
promising candidate items so that they are not considered
for I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation of a sequence t. Thus,
this strategy is useful to avoid calculating the PEU values
of <t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation and <t⊕ij>S−Concatenation for
each removed item ij . Since the upper-bound can be cal-
culated from the utility linked lists of t, LAS can remove
unpromising candidate items in advance. As a result, the
execution time of the algorithm can be reduced since a
smaller set of candidate items are considered for concate-
nations with t.
The downward closure property based on the PEU
model provides a tight upper-bound to reduce the search
space for mining HUSPs. However, several useless items
appear in the extensions of sequences in each transaction,
which may lead to high upper-bound values. To further
reduce the search space, an irrelevant item pruning strategy
(IPS) is designed as follows.
Theorem 9. For any sequence t and item ij ∈ I(t)rest,
the maximal utility of <t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation or <t ⊕
ij>S−Concatenation is no more than
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|(<t⊕
ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s) ∨ (<t ⊕ ij>S−Concatenation ⊆
s)}.
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based on Theorem 8, we have
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|(<t ⊕
ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s) ∨ (<t ⊕ ij>S−Concatenation ⊆
s)} ≥ ∑s∈D{PEU(t, s)|<t ⊕ ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s} ≥
u(<t⊕ ij>I−Concatenation). A similar proof can be done for
<t⊕ ij>S−Concatenation.
Irrelevant Item Pruning Strategy (IPS): Given a se-
quence t and an item ij ∈ I(t)rest, if
∑
s∈D
{PEU(t, s)|(<t ⊕
ij>I−Concatenation ⊆ s) ∨ (<t ⊕ ij>S−Concatenation ⊆ s)}
is less than the minimum utility threshold, ij is called an
irrelevant item of t and should be removed from the utility
linked lists of t and t’s supersets.
With the help of the IPS, the remaining utility values
of candidate sequences in each transaction decrease, since
many irrelevant items can be ignored. As a result, the PEU
values of candidate sequences can greatly decrease, and
more candidates may be removed by the IPS.
Using the LAS and IPS pruning strategies, the designed
algorithm can eliminate a large number of candidates. Con-
sider a sequence t that is processed by the algorithm. First,
the candidate items for I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation
with t are pruned by the IPS, and the UL-lists of t are
recalculated. Then, the candidate items for I-Concatenation
and S-Concatenation of the processed sequence t are assessed
using the LAS instead of their SWU values.
Then, the designed algorithm generates new sequences
by concatenating the processed sequence t with the candi-
date items. If the utility of the newly explored candidate
sequence is no less than the minimum utility threshold, it
is a HUSP. By applying the downward closure property,
the PEU of the new sequence is then checked to decide
whether its super-sequences should be explored.
4.5 The HUSP-ULL Algorithm
Based on the designed utility-linked (UL)-list structure (Sec-
tion 4.2), the downward closure property (Section 4.3), and
the above pruning strategies (Section 4.4), the designed al-
gorithm named HUSP-ULL (High-Utility Sequential Pattern
mining with UL-list) is proposed in this section.
The pseudo-code of the HUSP-ULL algorithm is given
in Algorithm 1. It first scans the quantitative sequential
database D to calculate u(s) and build the UL-list of each
q-sequence s ∈ D (Line 1). For each item ij ∈ D, the
algorithm builds the projected database PD(<ij>) to store
the UL-lists of the transformed transactions (Line 4). The
utility and SWU of each 1-sequence are calculated using the
corresponding projected database (Line 5). The 1-sequences
having SWU values that are no less than the minimum
utility threshold are considered as candidate HUSPs (Lines
5 to 10). Thus, those 1-sequences with low SWU values
that are exactly deemed unpromising for I-Concatenation or
S-Concatenation, they are moved in this step. And the 1-
sequences having utilities that are no less than the minimum
utility threshold are output as HUSPs (Lines 6 to 8). Using
the special set of candidate HUSPs that were eliminated
before, the HUSP-ULL algorithm can begin the projec-
tion growth with the built projected database PD(<ij>).
Next, the candidate HUSPs are considered as prefix by the
PGrowth procedure for mining larger HUSPs (Line 12).
Algorithm 1 HUSP-ULL
Input: D, a quantitative sequential database; utable, a utility
table containing the unit profit of each item; δ, the
minimum utility threshold.
Output: The set of HUSPs.
1: scan D to: 1). calculate u(s) for each s ∈ D and calculate
u(D); 2). build the UL-list of each s ∈ D;
2: HUSPs← ∅;
3: for each ij ∈ D do
4: PD(<ij>)←{the UL-list of s|<ij>⊆ s ∧ s ∈ D};
5: calculate SWU (<ij>) and u(<ij>);
6: if SWU (<ij>)≥ δ × u(D) then
7: if u(<ij>)≥ δ × u(D)) then
8: HUSPs←HUSPs∪<ij>;
9: end if
10: PGrowth(<ij>, PD(<ij>), HUSPs);
11: end if
12: end for
13: return HUSPs
The PGrowth procedure (Algorithm 2) performs a
depth-first search to enumerate sequences by following
the sequence-ascending order. Sequences are enumerated by
applying the I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation operations.
The algorithm first removes irrelevant items and then recal-
culates the UL-list, as per the proposed IPS pruning strategy
(Line 1). Then, the algorithm scans the reduced projected
database PD(prefix) to obtain CI (the set of candidate items
to be used for I-Concatenation) (Line 2). To reduce the num-
ber of candidate items for I-Concatenation with the sequence
prefix, the upper-bound values of the candidate items are
calculated using PD(prefix). Based on the proposed LAS
pruning strategy, a candidate item ij is discarded if its
upper-bound is less than the minimum utility threshold. The
reduced set of candidate items for S-Concatenation with the
sequence prefix, denoted as CS , is obtained in the same way
(Line 6). After the concatenation operations are performed,
the newly generated sequences are evaluated by applying
the Judge procedure (Lines 4 and 8), which is explained
next.
Algorithm 2 PGrowth(prefix, PD(prefix), HUSPs)
1: PD(prefix)← IPS(PD(prefix)) // measured by IPS
2: scan PD(prefix) to get CI ; // measured by LAS
3: for each ij ∈ CI do
4: Judge(<prefix⊕ij>I−Concatenation, PD(prefix),
HUSPs);
5: end for
6: scan PD(prefix) to get CS ; // evaluated using LAS
7: for each ij ∈ CS do
8: Judge(<prefix⊕ij>S−Concatenation, PD(prefix),
HUSPs);
9: end for
The Judge procedure (Algorithm 3) first builds the
projected database PD(prefix’) from PD(prefix) (Line 1).
The PEU and utility of prefix’ are then calculated from
PD(prefix’) (Line 2). If the utility of prefix’ is no less than the
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minimum utility threshold, prefix’ is identified as a HUSP
(Lines 4 to 5). If the PEU of prefix’ is no less than the
minimum utility threshold, the PGrowth procedure is then
applied with prefix’ to discover HUSPs by considering the
super-sequences of prefix’ (Lines 3 to 6). The algorithm ter-
minates if no candidates are generated. Finally, the designed
algorithm returns the set of discovered HUSPs.
Algorithm 3 Judge(prefix’, PD(prefix), HUSPs)
1: PD(prefix’)←{UL-list of s|prefix’⊆ s ∧ s ∈ PD(prefix)};
2: calculate u(prefix’) and PEU (prefix’);
3: if PEU (prefix’)≥ δ × u(D) then
4: if u(prefix’)≥ δ × u(D) then
5: HUSPs←HUSPs∪prefix’;
6: end if
7: PGrowth(prefix’, PD(prefix’), HUSPs);
8: end if
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct experiments on several real
datasets to showcase the advantage of HUSP-ULL in the
task of high-utility sequential pattern mining. In particular,
we aim to answer the following research questions via the
experiments:
• How effectively HUSP-ULL can discover the useful
high-utility sequential patterns with observed timestamps
from the quantitative sequential datasets?
• How HUSP-ULL benefits from each component of the
propose structure and the developed pruning strategies for
mining HUSPs?
• How efficiently HUSP-ULL can be applied when han-
dling large data with different sizes?
TABLE 4
Parameters of the Datasets.
#|D| Number of sequences
#|I| Number of distinct items
C Average number of itemsets per sequence
T Average number of items per itemset
MaxLen Maximum number of items per sequence
TABLE 5
Characteristics of the Datasets.
Dataset #|D| #|I| C T MaxLen
Sign 730 267 52.0 1 94
Bible 36,369 13,905 21.6 1 100
SynDataset-160k 159,501 7,609 6.19 4.32 20
Kosarak10k 10,000 10,094 8.14 1 608
Leviathan 5,834 9,025 33.8 1 100
yoochoose-buys 234,300 16,004 1.13 1.97 21
5.1 Datasets
Totally six real-life datasets [48] and one synthetic dataset
were used in the experiments to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm.
• Sign is a real-life dataset of sequences of sign language
utterance, created by the National Center for Sign Language
and Gesture Resources at Boston University. Each utterance
in the dataset is associated with a segment of video with a
detailed transcription.
• Bible is a real-life dataset obtained by converting the
Bible into a set of sequences of items (words).
• SynDataset-160K is a synthetic dataset that generated
by IBM Quest Dataset Generator [49]. It contains 160,000
sequences. This synthetic sequential dataset with different
data sizes (from 10,000 sequences to 400,000 sequences,
named C8S6T4I3D|X|K) were also used to evaluate the
scalability of the compared approaches.
• Kosarak10k is a real-life dataset of click-stream data
from a Hungarian news portal, which is a subset of the
original Kosarak dataset [50].
• Leviathan is a conversion of Thomas Hobbes’
Leviathan novel (1651) to a sequence of items (words).
• yoochoose-buys commercial dataset was constructed
by YOOCHOOSE GmbH to support participants in the
RecSys Challenge 20151. It contain a collection of 1,150,753
sessions from a retailer, where each session is encapsulating
the click events. The total number of item IDs and category
IDs is 54,287 and 347 correspondingly, with an interval of 6
months.
Parameters and characteristics of these datasets are re-
spectively shown in Table 4 and Table 5. In the field of
utility mining, a simulation model [13] was widely used in
the previous studies [17], [20], [22] to generate the quantities
and unit profit values of items in the sequential datasets. In
order to achieve a fair comparison, this simulation model
[13] was adopted in our experiments. Note that the quantity
of each item is randomly generated in the [1, 5] interval.
A log-normal distribution was used to randomly assign
profit values of items in the [0.01, 10.00] interval. The above
datasets can be downloaded from [48].
5.2 Experimental Settings
All the compared algorithms were implemented in Java.
The experiments were carried out on a personal computer
equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80
GHz 2.81 GHz, 32 GB of RAM, running the 64-bit Microsoft
Windows 10 operating system.
Although many utility-oriented HUSPM algorithms
have been developed before, we conduct experiments
against the following state-of-the-art HUSPM methods:
•USpan [14]: It is one of the commonly compared HUSP
algorithm that uses utility matrix and two upper-bounds on
utility for width and depth pruning. In the experiments, the
USpan algorithm was fixed and replaced its upper bound
by SEU [42].
• HUS-Span [17]: It is a SWU-based framework de-
signed for identifying high-utility sequences. This method
combines two quantitative metrics, called Reduced Se-
quence Utility (RSU) and Projected-Database Utility (PDU),
to prune low utility sequences.
• ProUM [42]: This projection-based model utilizes the
sequence extension utility (SEU) to present the maximum
utility of the possible extensions that based on the prefix.
Besides, it applies the project mechanism during the con-
struction of the utility-array, which makes it achieves the
1. https://recsys.acm.org/recsys15/challenge/
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Fig. 3. Runtime for various δ values.
better performance than previous HUSPM algorithms, e.g.,
USpan, HUS-Span.
In the following sections, substantial experiments were
performed to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed HUSP-ULL algorithm. Notice that the source
code and test datasets will be released at the well-known
SPMF [48] 2 data mining platform after the acceptance for
publication.
5.3 Efficiency
In a first experiment, the runtime of the designed algorithm
was compared with that of the existing state-of-the-art al-
gorithms. The runtime was measured by considering both
the time used by the CPU and the time required for disk
I/O accesses. Fig. 3 shows the runtime of the compared
algorithms for various minimum utility thresholds (denoted
as δ values).
We now discuss the result concerning the efficiency of
HUSP-ULL. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the proposed
HUSP-ULL algorithm outperforms other approaches for all
datasets except for yoochoose-buys under various threshold
values. Generally, the proposed HUSP-ULL algorithm is
faster than the other algorithms by at least one order of
magnitude. For example, in Figs. 3 (c), (d), (e), the HUS-
Span and USpan algorithms spend more than 1000 seconds,
and in some cases, cannot even terminate in a reasonable
time. In contrast, HUSP-ULL spends less than 100 seconds
to output the results for these threshold values.
As δ is decreased, the compared approaches become
slower. The runtime of ProUM and HUSP-ULL increases
smoothly, while the runtime of the compared USpan and
HUS-Span algorithms increases more rapidly. For example,
in the case we can see in Fig. 3 (c) that the runtime of HUS-
Span and USpan increases dramatically while the thresh-
old values are only slightly changed. Thus, the runtime
2. http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/
performance of HUS-Span and USpan are very sensitive
with respect to the parameter settings. Generally, when
δ is set to a small value, the runtime of HUS-Span and
USpan sharply increases due to their actual search space and
the large number of candidates that they generated. Thus,
it demonstrates that the designed utility-linked list-based
HUSP-ULL algorithm are able to significantly improve the
performance in terms of running time.
It is important to note that the USpan algorithm out-
performs the HUS-Span algorithm in Figs. 3 (a), (c), (d),
while HUS-Span outperforms USpan in Fig. 3 (b), (e), (f). In
most cases, the projection-based ProUM algorithm performs
better than USpan and HUS-Span. Besides, it can be seen
that the USpan algorithm cannot return results in Fig. 3 (e)
since it runs out of memory. The USpan algorithm builds
a series of utility-matrix to store utility information about
patterns, but it requires additional processing time. Thus
the runtime of USpan is larger than that of ProUM in many
cases.
5.4 Effectiveness of Pruning Strategies
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of pruning strategies,
the number of generated candidates of all compared algo-
rithms and the number of discovered high-utility sequential
patterns (# HUSPs) under different parameter settings are
compared in this section. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Note that # P1, # P2, # P3, and # P4 denote the number
of the candidate patterns generated by USpan, HUS-Span,
ProUM, and HUSP-ULL, respectively. And # HUSPs de-
note the number of final HUSPs discovered by the three
compared algorithms. Firstly, noticing that the searching
task has its running time exceeds 10,000 seconds or out of
memory (a maximum of 4096 MB (4 GB) of memory setting)
when searching candidates and HUSPs, as shown with the
notation “-”.
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the number of candidates
generated by the HUSP-ULL algorithm is much less than
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Fig. 4. Number of patterns (candidates and final results) under various δ values.
that of the other algorithms. This shows that the designed
HUSP-ULL algorithm and pruning strategies can greatly
reduce the number of unpromising candidates for mining
the HUSPs and hence reduces the requirements in terms
of runtime and memory. In all test datasets, the number
# P3 is close to the number of # P2. It indicates that the
upper bound named SEU used in ProUM has the similar
overestimate effect when compared to the PEU upper bound
used in HUS-Span.
As the minimum utility threshold δ is decreased, the
number of candidates increases for the HUS-Span, USpan,
and ProUM algorithms. In contrast, that number increases
much more slowly for the HUSP-ULL algorithm. When the
minimum utility threshold δ is set lower, it is obvious that
the HUSP-ULL algorithm generates much fewer candidates
than the other algorithms. Especially, the USpan algorithm
generates no results in Fig. 4 (d) due to a very large number
of candidates.
It can also be observed that the number of candidates
generated by the USpan algorithm (with the SEU upper
bound) is close to that of the HUS-Span algorithm in most
cases. For all compared HUSPM algorithms, the number
of the final results of HUSPs is quite less than that of
the generated candidates, such as # HUSPs is less than #
P1, # P2, # P3, and # P4, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) to (e).
Although ProUM uses a structure named utility-array to
store sequences and utility information in memory, it still
generates a huge number of candidate patterns for discov-
ering high-utility sequential patterns. The proposed HUSP-
ULL algorithm employs the UL-list structure to speed up
the mining process and uses projected databases to reduce
memory consumption.
Even though the LS-tree may theoretically grow very
large, in practice it stays relatively small in the proposed
HUSP-ULL framework. We only consider a small part
of the candidate space. That is, we only perform the I-
Concatenation and S-Concatenation by combining the poten-
tial candidate patterns that may be the promising high-
utility patterns. In practice, as shown in the Bible dataset,
we can find that HUSP-ULL only has to cache up to a few
thousand candidates. Using the proposed pruning strategies
in LS-tree, HUSP-ULL can speed up in computation, up to
an order of magnitude, while the memory consumption is
also reduced.
5.5 Memory Usage Evaluation
For the applications of data mining and analytics, the mem-
ory usage of a data mining algorithm is one of the key mea-
sure criteria. Therefore, to show a good efficiency, it would
be better to test memory usage in performance evaluation.
In this subsection, we further evaluate the memory usage
of all the compared algorithms. With the same parameter
setting as run in Fig. 3, the memory usage of each algorithm
under various δ values are shown in Fig. 5.
As mentioned early, the maximum memory is set to 4096
MB, and USpan is run out of memory in Leviathan. It is
clear that the proposed HUSP-ULL algorithm consumes the
least memory among the compared algorithms with all pa-
rameter settings on all datasets, except for the SynDataset-
160K. Among the compared algorithms, the memory usage
of HUSP-ULL is always very stable. For example, under
six varied δ, it consumes around 200 MB on Kosarak10k,
and consumes from 600 MB to 500 MB in yoochoose-buys.
However, it can be observed that there is a sharp decrease
in USpan and HUS-Span on some cases, as shown in
Kosarak10k, Leviathan and yoochoose-buys. For example,
USpan was run out of memory when δ is set less than 1.20%
in Leviathan.
It is also interesting to observed that HUS-Span some-
times may consume more memory than the utility matrix
based USpan algorithm, as shown in Sign dataset. To sum-
marize, in most cases on the test datasets, the proposed
HUSP-ULL algorithm significantly outperforms the state-of-
the-art HUSPM algorithms in terms of memory consump-
tion. The reason is that HUSP-ULL utilizes the compact
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Fig. 5. Memory usage under various δ values.
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Fig. 6. Scalability of the compared approaches.
UL-list and two pruning strategies to reduce the space
complexity.
5.6 Scalability
We further evaluated the scalability of the compared ap-
proaches on the synthetic dataset C8S6T4I3D|X|K [49] (recall
that |D| is the size of the dataset D). The results in terms of
runtime and number of candidates for different threshold
values are shown in Fig. 6. The size of the synthetic dataset
is varied from 10K to 400K sequences, with a threshold δ:
0.001 at each test.
In Fig. 6, it can be observed that the HUSP-ULL al-
gorithm has better scalability than the compared state-of-
the-art algorithms in large dataset. As the dataset size is
increased, the runtime of HUS-Span, USpan, ProUM, and
HUSP-ULL increases, respectively. Notice that the HUS-
Span algorithm does not return any results in some cases
because it runs out of memory when the minimum utility
threshold is set to a small value or when the dataset is
very large. This is because the HUS-Span algorithm utilizes
the utility-chain structure to store utility information, which
requires a large amount of memory, to speed up the mining
process. If patterns match many transactions, this structure
can consume a large amount of memory.
In Fig. 6 (c), it can be found that the number of candi-
dates does not increase when the dataset size is increased.
This is reasonable since the minimum utility value (w.r.t. the
value of δ × u(D)) increases as the dataset size is increased.
Hence, fewer candidates are HUSPs, but the algorithms
still spend time to evaluate candidates. Thus, the runtime
increases with the dataset size.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Utility-based sequence mining is a significant problem
due to the subtle interesting patterns among different fac-
tors (e.g., timestamp, quantity, profit) and the meaningful
knowledge triggered by complex real-life situations. This
paper has proposed a novel HUSP-ULL algorithm to dis-
cover high-utility sequential patterns (HUSPs) more effi-
ciently. Specifically, the concept of utility-linked (UL)-list
was developed and used to calculate the utilities and the
upper-bound values of candidates for deriving all HUSPs.
By utilizing the designed LS-tree, UL-list structure, the
HUSP-ULL algorithm can fast discover the complete set of
HUSPs. To further improve the performance of the proposed
HUSP-ULL algorithm, two pruning strategies were intro-
duced to reduce the upper-bounds on utility and thus prune
the search space to find HUSPs. Substantial experiments on
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some real datasets show that the designed algorithm can ef-
fectively and efficiently identify all HUSPs and outperforms
the state-of-the-art HUSPM algorithms. The proposed prun-
ing strategies also improves the effectiveness and efficiency
for mining HUSPs by reducing the number of candidates.
In the future, several extensions of the proposed algo-
rithm can be considered such as to design more efficient
algorithms, mine HUSPs in big data, or extending the model
to other pattern mining problems.
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